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are held every six years using a simple majority voting 
system. Eligible citizens wishing to stand for election 
may do so in an individual capacity without needing  
to be in a political party. In Luxembourg, the simple 
majority voting system is used in municipalities with 
fewer than 3,000 inhabitants. 

Normally, the Municipal Council meets every two 
months, and the meetings are open to the public. 
Meeting times are announced in the Raider (the local 
official journal) and on the municipality’s website.

Residents are invited to play an active role in 
Colmar-Berg’s political, social and cultural life  
by way of consultative committees focusing on  
topics such as youth, integration, traffic and the 
environment, equality, and cultural activities.

A brief history 
The modern history of Colmar-Berg is inexorably linked 
to the history of Berg Castle, the first section of which 
was constructed in 1740. The castle was purchased, 
restored and extended by William II, Luxembourg’s 
second Grand Duke. The castle was remodelled in  
the early 20th century, and remains today the official 
residence of HRH, the Grand Duke and his family.

The first known settlement in Colmar-Berg dates 
back to ancient times. The name “Colmar” is of 
Celtic origin. COL means “hill”, while MAR means 

“large”. It is therefore not surprising, that the area  
was inhabited by the Celts. The name “Berg” was 
mentioned for the first time in documents dating 
from 800 AD.

In 1991, the official name of the municipality was 
changed from “Berg” to “Colmar-Berg”.

Local politics 
Colmar-Berg has a 9-member Municipal Council, 
consisting of a Board of the Mayor and Aldermen 
and 6 local councillors. Municipal Council elections  

Welcome to  
Colmar-Berg! 

Berg Castle 
Official residence of HRH the Grand  

Duke of Luxembourg and iconic  
landmark of Colmar-Berg.

Colmar-Berg is located in the centre  
of the country, near the Nordstad municipalities  

of Ettelbruck, Diekirch, and Mersch.
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Citizen  
services

The municipality is at the disposal of its citizens for all 
procedures relating to changes of address, in addition 
to answering a wide variety of questions concerning 
everyday life.

Whether you need to make a residence declaration, 
obtain a certificate, or enquire about municipal bills 
and taxes, your children’s schooling, elderly people’s 
needs and services, municipal housing or infrastructure, 
waste management, means of communication or 
anything else, the municipal administration is there  
to guide and advise you on all of its services and offers, 
and to inform you of the applicable municipal regulations.

To best respond to residents’ needs and expectations, 
the municipal administration, in collaboration with 
associations and bodies in neighbouring municipalities, 
has specific services to complement and expand  
its offering.

An up-to-date list of services is available at the municipal 
secretariat or on the municipality’s website  
(see the Carnet d’adresses (Address Book)).

SMS2Citizen :  
A free of charge text-messaging service keeps citizens up 
to date on local happenings, such as traffic information, 
cultural events, sports events, interruptions to municipal 
services, and other general information. To find out more: 
www.sms2citizen.lu.

BUET  : 
The activities of the committees and associations,  
as well as reports on local events, are compiled in the 
BUET, a municipal magazine published three times  
a year and delivered to every household in Colmar-Berg. 

Médias : 
Information for citizens is available in a variety of formats. 
Official notices are published in the Raider, while municipal 
regulations and any information or news of public interest 
are available on the municipality’s website. 
 
Municipal website: www.colmar-bergg.lu. 
You can also keep up to date with what’s new  
in the municipality via Facebook and Instagram.

Bird’s-eye view  
of the municipal building 

and cultural centre

The municipal building, at the service of its citizens.

The church and its old cemetery.
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Plenty to do for all ages 
Colmar-Berg offers a wide range of formal and informal 
educational opportunities. This includes a school 
complex covering little childhood, precocious and funda-
mental education, as well as a maison relais after-school 
care facility. Both the school campus and the Piccolini 
maison relais are near the swimming pool, sports 
facilities, municipal park and various playgrounds.

There is a multitude of leisure activities for children and 
teenagers to choose from. The multi-sports ground at 
the park and the numerous playgrounds in the residential 

areas carry all the “Sécher Spillplaaz” label. There are 
two pétanque (boules) pitches near the “Grillplaaz”  
in the Morisacker neighbourhood. The sporting and 
cultural leisure offering also includes scouts activities, 
a football club, indiaca, local music and a singing group.

In addition, the municipality supports the Nordstadjugend, 
which welcomes teenagers aged 12 and above to its 
youth centres in Diekirch and Ettelbruck and organises 
complementary activities for young people in its member 
municipalities. Also worth mentioning is  Ludobus, 
which serves the different municipalities regularly, 

Children  
and youth

The school campus 
The municipality of Colmar-Berg is keen  

to provide pleasant spaces that foster learning.  
As such, it has invested in developing its school  

and extracurricular infrastructure.

and the Jugendwunnen project in Ettelbruck, two 
outstanding activities organised by the Nordstadjugend.

Rewarding sporting and academic excellence 
Once a year at an official ceremony, the Board of the 
Mayor and Aldermen rewards young residents who have 
graduated from their class or excelled in sports the 
previous season by granting them financial support.

Children can find playgrounds and relaxation 
areas close to their school and in various 

residential neighbourhoods.

The maison relais provides after-school care for children  
whose parents or guardians are unable to pick them up  

during the lunch break or immediately after the school day ends.
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Located in the canton of Mersch, Colmar-Berg is a very 
lively municipality, offering a wide variety of leisure 
activities. Its exceptional location makes it a municipality 
where it feels good to live. Its inhabitants have a 
number of services and activities on their doorstep, 
from local producers (milk, chicken, honey and more) 
to business services, industrial activities and restaurants, 
plus local businesses such as a greengrocer’s, 
bakeries, a butcher’s, a post office, an electrical  
shop, and many more.

Being only 5 km from Ettelbruck and 12 km from both 
Diekirch and Mersch, you have all the infrastructure 
you need for every day life: businesses, high schools 

(secondary schools), a music conservatory, the Centre 
Hospitalier du Nord (the hospital serving central and 
northern Luxembourg), libraries, museums, a cinema, 
shopping centres, and cultural centres such as the 
Centre des arts pluriels in Ettelbruck (CAPE) and the 
Mierscher Kulturhaus in Mersch.

In brief, Colmar-Berg is a highly dynamic municipality 
boasting an excellent quality of life at all levels.

A detailed list of shops and businesses is available  
in the Carnet d’adresses (Address Book) and on the 
municipality’s website: www.colmar-bergg.lu.

A hive  
of activity

Colmar-Berg  

boasts three farms  
and local producers. 

Health and well-being  
Colmar-Berg has a medical centre with blood-testing 
capabilities, and a dental practice. For emergencies 
outside normal consultation hours, the nearest medical 
centre open on evenings and weekends (maison 
médicale) is in Ettelbruck, near the Centre Hospitalier 
du Nord.

The pharmacy on avenue Gordon Smith is open 
Monday to Saturday morning, as well as whenever  
it is on the rotating schedule to be open out of hours 
(pharmacie de garde). Physiotherapy and osteopathy 
practices are also located nearby.

A pedicurist, an optician and a hair salon bolster the 
local wellness offering.

The drinking water in the municipality is analysed on 
a regular basis to guarantee that residents consume 
water of the highest quality.

Colmar-Berg has been home to American 
tyre manufacturer Goodyear since 1951.
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Well-being and quality of life 
Since September 2014, Colmar-Berg has been 
among the municipalities committed to adhering  
to Luxembourg’s Climate Pact. It is with this goal  
in mind that the municipality strives for high environ-
mental quality to guarantee the health, well-being  
and quality of life of all its citizens.

What’s more, Colmar-Berg boasts plenty of options  
if you are looking to relax.

The 3-hectare municipal park is the ideal place to take 
a break and recharge your batteries through a pleasant 

walk around the lake or by practising some sport.  
Add to that the children’s playgrounds dotted around 
the municipality, as well as the multi-sports ground.

The national cycle-path network consists of 23 routes 
covering approximately 600 km spread across every 
part of the Grand Duchy.

Two of these routes (PC 12 (Attert) and PC 15 (Alzette))* 
cross through Colmar-Berg, allowing you to discover  
the prettiest parts of our region.

Environment  
and relaxation

* see map on pages 12-13

Colmar-Berg’s ponds  

are in the middle of the forest,  
inviting walkers to take a break  

in a peaceful setting.

The municipal park offers a number  
of activities, including family walks.

Sports and exploration 
There are a number of different types of walks and 
hikes around the municipality to help you discover 
Colmar-Berg and learn about its past: the Adrian  
Ries self-guided circular walk, which starts in front  
of the old town hall; jogging routes; local trails;  
and CFL routes where you can combine hiking and rail.
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Map of  
Colmar-Berg

1  Municipal building and cultural centre

2  School complex, sports hall and swimming pool

3  Maison relais (after-school childcare facility)

4  Crèche

5  Sports pitches

6  Scout hut

7  Municipal park

8  Railway station

9  Berg Castle

10  Church

11  New cemetery

12  Post office

13  ATM

14 	 Greengrocer’s / Butcher’s / Bakery

15  Bakery

16  Medical centre

17  Pharmacy

18  Goodyear

   Defibrillators 
   Bus stops

Ettelbrück

Brosiushaff and 
Karelshaff farms

Feulen

Bissen
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To find all the addresses of shops, businesses and other 
places of interest, see the Carnet d’adresses (Address 
Book) available at the municipal building or online: 
 www.colmar-bergg.lu.

 Alzette’s cycle-path (PC 15) 

 Attert’s cycle-path (PC 12)

 Railway track 
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Colmar-Berg has a wide range of transportation 
options, whether by private vehicle, on public  
transport or with special on-demand services.  
The municipality is close to two junctions of the A7 
motorway, allowing quick access to Luxembourg 
City and areas in the north of the country.

Public transport 
Colmar-Berg has its own railway station, located in  
the neighbouring municipality of Schieren. There are 
trains towards both Luxembourg City and Ettelbruck 
every half an hour. Second-class public transport  
is free across Luxembourg. For short distances,  
the Nordstadbus 509 deserves Colmar-Berg, Welsdorf, 
Schieren and Ettelbruck. These Intercity and urban 
busses are complementary to the public transport offer, 
making it easy to travel both short and long distances.

On-demand transport 
In addition to public transport and travel by private 
vehicle, the municipality is part of a network of 
on-demand transport services:

The Bummelbus connects more than 36 municipalities 
in northern Luxembourg. Anyone can use this service 
for short distances, primarily within the territory of the 
municipality and neighbouring ones. The Bummelbus 
picks you up and takes you where you wish to go.

To use it, simply ask one day in advance during 
office hours in the week.

Transport

The Late Night Bus service operates as a free public 
shuttle, allowing Colmar-Berg’s residents to get to 
particular events around the region. The calendar of 
events can be found on the municipality’s website.

The Night Rider is an individual night shuttle with  
no set timetable or stops. On request and by prior 
reservation, it picks you up from your home and takes 
you wherever you like within Luxembourg, on Friday 
and Saturday nights between 6 p.m. and 5 a.m.  
The municipality of Colmar-Berg covers the costs  
of the Night Rider for users who have a “Night Card”.

Nordstadbus 509 
Direct access to the A7 motorway and the numerous 
bus and train lines guarantee easy transportation.  
In addition to the national bus lines, line 509 offers 
short-distance travel through the residential neighbou-
rhoods of Colmar-Berg, Welsdorf, Schieren and 
Ettelbruck.

The Nordstadbus also runs at night on weekends. You 
can find timetables and route maps for the NightHop 
on the municipality’s website: www.colmar-bergg.lu.

Colmar-Berg  
railway station 

is on rue de Cruchten. It has free parking  
for 41 cars, plus 2 disabled spaces.  

There is also a bike park (mBox) nearby.

Nordstadbus 509

Bummelbus
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Thanks to it’s leisure offer and the diversity of its 
community life, Colmar-Berg is testifying of the 
vitality of its residents and their desire, to contribute 
to the well-being of everyone.

Sporting, artistic and cultural associations play  
a vital role in the community and strengthen the 
community spirit between generations and different 
nationalities. Thanks to sports infrastructure such  
as the Nordpool swimming pool, the tennis court  
and the football pitch, the network of cycle paths 
and the cultural centre, you can practise your 
favourite pastime without needing to travel far.

Not far from Colmar-Berg, among the municipalities 
making up the Nordstad, you can also join other  
clubs and groups such as the Nordstad Turnveräin,  
the tennis club, the music conservatory or the 
Nordstad pensioners’ club, which offer all a large 
variety of activities.

Promoting integration and activities that bring people 
together is one the municipality’s main priorities. With 
that in mind, on the first Friday of each month there  
is an “AFTERWORK” get-together organized in the 
centre culturel, where people can meet and have a drink.

Community

Every Thursday, the municipality holds an afternoon 
get-together for its senior citizens. To foster links 
between Luxembourgers and non-Luxembourgers, 
the municipality also offers a variety of language 
practice options, such as formal language classes, 
language coaching and the Café des Langues (Lan-
guage Café) – initiatives that Colmar-Berg manages 
in collaboration with the neighbouring municipalities.

Colmar-Berg’s community life has something for all 
ages and tastes. You can find the up-to-date list of 
local associations in the Carnet d’adresses (Address 
Book) or at www.colmar-bergg.lu. 

In summer, a large family festival  
and a garden show are held in the stunning  

surroundings of the municipal park.

The municipality  
encourages  
community  

initiatives 
and supports involvement in local  

associations and clubs. Many of these  
events would not be possible without  

the dedication of the numerous volunteers.
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Meekränz  
labour festival 

Easter, Christmas and other religious events are just 
as important in Colmar-Berg as they are anywhere 
else. The municipality also celebrates other typically 
Luxembourgish traditions:

Buergbrennen (Wood-Burning Festival)  
On Buergsonndeg, the first Sunday after Carnival, 
Buergen (brands of wood) are lit at nightfall across 
Luxembourg to chase away the winter. The Buergen 
are massive pyres planted in the shape of a cross at 
their centre. You can see them burning from far and 
wide. In Colmar-Berg, the festival is held along rue 
Grand-Duc Jean.

Liichtmëssdag (Candlemas) 
On 2 February, children celebrate the light (known as 
liichten). Carrying either simple Liichtebengelcher or 
more elaborate lanterns, they scamper from house 

to house asking for donations while singing the Call 
to St Blaise: “Léiwer Herrgottsblieschen, gëff äis 
Speck an Ierbessen…“.

Fuesend (Carnival)  
In Luxembourg, Carnival traditionally occurs in February, 
ending on Ash Wednesday (Äschermëttwoch). During 
this period, which runs across Fuessonndeg (Carnival 
Sunday) and Fuesméindeg (Carnival Monday), there are 
a multitude of masked balls, processions and parades  
in and around Colmar-Berg.

Labour Day 
On 1 May in towns and villages across Luxembourg, 
you can see crowns of grass and green foliage just 
about everywhere. In Colmar-Berg, these Meekränz are 
crafted by local associations together with citizens.  
A crown is hung up in the centre of the village.

National Day 
Luxembourgers celebrate National Day on 23 June  
in honour of the country’s independence and the 
accession of the grand-ducal dynasty. The day before, 
an official ceremony takes place in Colmar-Berg, 
including a procession, a Te Deum in the church,  
and a popular festival.

Day of Remembrance 
The National Day of Remembrance is dedicated  
to the solidarity and bravery of the Luxembourgish 
people during the occupation of 1940 to 1945.  
On this occasion, the municipality of Colmar-Berg plays 
tribute to victims of war and the forcibly conscripted.

De Kleeschen (St Nicholas’ Day) 
St Nicholas’ Day is celebrated in Luxembourg on 6 
December. The Kleeschen takes the form of a bearded, 
white-haired man dressed in red. Unlike Father 
Christmas, St Nicholas wears a mitre (a pointy red hat) 
and a bishop’s crosier (a kind of staff). He is usually 
accompanied by the Houseker (being black, as he  
has to descend the chimney first), who gives twigs  
to children who have misbehaved.

Colmar-Berg plays host to a large St Nicholas’ festival 
every year, organised by the municipality for all children 
and their parents.

Festivals  
and traditions

Buergbrennen (Burning Festival)

National Day
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